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Thanks for choosing and using our intelligent 3D fireplaces with remote control .Please 

read the instructions carefully when you are ready to use the product.And please kindly 

operate the fireplace in accordance with the procedure so you can fully enjoy the services 

provided by our company. 

  This manual Copyright owned by Changzhou Entu Electromechanical Technology 

Co.,Ltd.Without written permission,any part of this manual can’t be 

reproduced ,translated ,stored in database or retrieval system.And It can't be transmission in 

any means such as electronic,copy, recording etc. 

 The Company reserves the right to any product improvement without prior notice. 

  The products, product color and type should be as standard as the real goods you 

purchase. 

  This manual applies to the intelligent ethanol fireplace. 

  The instruction of this manual is as following: 

  This manual includes the fireplace installation, use and maintenance. It is very simple for 

the fireplace ignition,use and maintenance procedures.So the users can operate it by 

themselves. 

Warranty and Installation Information: 

If any of the following situations occur, we will be exempt from the obligation and won't bear 

any responsibility : 

1.Subsequent alteration fireplace structure and its associated components. 

2.using the fireplace system components that is not our company approved and produced. 

3.Not According to the requirements of the manual to install the fireplace. 
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For your safety: 

Please don't store or use any flammable, gas or liquid in the fireplace or in  500mm range 

around the fireplace. 

To install officers: Please leave this manual when installing equipment. 

To the user: Please keep this manual for future reference. 

The configuration table 

specification:  subject to the actual purchase 

Model: ETseries 

Ignition method: high energy ignition 

high ignition energy: key/remote control 

fuel: 75%-95%A alcohol 

oil consumption: can be adjusted according to the 

customer’s requirements  

burn duration can be adjusted according to the 

customer’s requirements 

noise(positive) max10dB/min5dB 

fuel tank capacity subject to the actual purchase 

Dimensions subject to the actual purchase 
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basic configuration >tilt automatic protection devices>high 

energy ignition  devices>child lock 

device >panel temperature over-top 

protection device>tank upper and lower 

limit reminder protection>voice 

prompt(Chinese and English 

optional)on tank 

  

optional  indoor carbon dioxide remind 

protection device>indoor temperature 

device 

Meet a criterion 

Meet a criterion CE.CMA 

Accessories manual,remote control,power 

adapter,warranty card,alcohol filled 

tube(plus filter head),cleaning cloth 
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Structural decomposition 

 

1. high-energy ignition head      2.alcohol outlets 

3.high-level probe              4.alcohol discharge pipe 

5.the discharge valve           6.alcohol filler one 

7.the power switch             8. the low level probe 

9.the start switch              10.the switch for filling alcohol 

11.the alarm release switch     12.the probe signal is received 

13.DC power input plug        14. alcohol filler two 
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Product Key Description 

Host panel buttons 

  The start switch ( ignition automatically and adding the ethanol automatically after 

starting) 

  Filling fuel switch ( add fuel automatically after start the button and stop 

automatically after filling full） 

  Discard Alarm switch (this lamp will stay lit when the device fails ) 

  Child lock switch (hold down the two keys and the child lock switch will start. 

All the buttons will be limited) 

 

Remote control panel buttons 

The start switch (automatic alcohol ignition and automatic cycle work,after starting the 

fireplace) 

Filling Alcohol switch (automatically add alcohol after start and stop automatically 

after filling full 
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Discard Alarm switch (this lamp will stay lit when the device fails .Press the button 

and the alarm will be discarded) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Installation Notes 
Installation requirements: 

There should be no flammable materials near to the fireplace and the space upper the 

fireplace left Should be 80-100CM.The fireplace can be decorated by nonflammable 

decorations, such as stone,metal materials and refractories etc.But we can't use gypsum 

board , wood and other combustible materials to decorate the wall side face , surface or top 

face.Otherwise you can’t install and use.it。 

The plane for installing the fireplace can be stone and stainless steel.The stone thickness 

should not be less than 20MM  and the thickness of the stainless steel is more than 2.5MM. 

We should make the panel to be U-shape.Each segment distance should not be more 

1meter and flat area can not exceed 0.5 square. Otherwise, there will be thermal 

expansion,deformation and fall off etc.! 

 

There should be ventilation holes, cracks and channels between the inside and outside of 
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the installing holes. There should be 0.16 square meter for ventilation every per 1meter of 

the fireplace.So it is good for Ventilation and heat dispersion as well as assisted combustion 

When multiple fireplaces are installed and used at the same time.It must be in a well 

ventilation environment. So that it can ensure the indoor temperature is not very high. If the 

indoor room is no needed to be warm, you need to reserve exhaust holes on upper of 

fireplace.The size is according to the number of combinations of the fireplace and the 

burning tank length reserved. The internal of ceiling on top of decoration needs adiabatic 

iron sheet pipe that is wrapped with asbestos and ventilation with the outside world.And It 

needs to install fans on the middle of the pipe or external wall .For three sets of1000MM 

fireplaces,it needs to install one set 300W external motor fan. The control section may be 

sensing thermostat or switch installed on the wall that is near the fireplace mounting desktop 

to turn on fireplace simultaneously. 

Before decoration,there should the pre-made holes aside, fireplaces power reserved and 

wind power reserved etc. After installing the fireplace, heat protection must meet 

requirements of heat removal , protection and fire prevention . If you don't comply with the 

above installing requirements, please do not install and use. Otherwise incomplete 

combustion will occur.And the flame will be not beautiful .If the decorations are flammable, 

there will be a risk of a fire and indoor temperature will rise and so on. 

When you use fireplace,you should install a fire extinguisher near the fireplace in the home 

and teach user how to use the fireplace to prepare for contingencies. 

 

Operating instructions: 

Please install the fireplace in the appropriate level installation trough or on the smooth 
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surface level floor where there is no combustible all around 50CM range . The fireplace can 

not be installed on an uneven surface table or floor.If the tilt is beyond 15 degrees,the 

machine will start dumping protection device and the machine will alarm. And the machine 

will not start. 

 Picture A     picture B 

 Picture C 

 

Power Connection: 

As shown in picture A: The 12V power adapter that random distribution or AC power cord 

into a grounded three wire 110V-240V power socket, the adapter output 12V socket plug 

into the right end of the round socket on the machine (if it is the power line, insert the socket 

holes in the side of the machine) the machine can be powered standby operation. The 

indoor AC power lines need to have leakage circuit breaker protection device (please install 

the fireplace control power switch near the fireplace installation counter tops ). 
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Alcohol filler（１）： 

As shown in picture B: open fireplace panel door, you will see a plastic tube mouth (there is 

a power switch inside the machine ) connected the random distribution hose into alcohol 

bucket purchased back.When turn on the filling switch, it can automatically extract the 

alcohol to the fireplace fuel tank (if it is the initial power-up,filling pump will automatically 

start to fill .If the fuel tank does not reach a high level within 25 minutes, the machine will 

alarm and stop working.) After all filled up, it will automatically stop filling.And then pull out 

the hose by hand clenched roots.Please pay attention not to drip alcohol. Ignite and use 

after wipe clean. 

Alcohol filler（２）： 

Picture C shows: on the right side of the machine, there is a white interface.When you 

design external storage tank in the first design time, please connect random configure the 

hose here and connect random distribution hose into external storage tank.When pressing 

filling witch, you can automatically extract alcohol and fill into fuel tank (when use in the 

initial power-up, filling pump will automatically start to fill. If the fuel tank does not reach a 

high level within 25 minutes, the machine will alarm and stop working) until the tank is filled 

fully with voice prompts then it will stop to add the fuel automatically .when the machine 

starts to work,, if lack of fuel storage tank inside the machine, the machine will automatically 

replenish combustion, such cycle, as long as the external storage fuel tank full. you can 

always use the boot cycle.After this interface connected ,it can add alcohol without artificial 

to the auxiliary for long . (Suggested use this interface function). 

 

Special note:when choose filler moment (1) ,ensure that the fireplace in the off state and no 
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fire. The panel can not be higher than room temperature then you can only add alcohol fuel . 

after filling is completed, please pinch the hose by hand and rigid plastic pipes connecting 

swiftly and pull out. The alcohol dripped on panel needs to be wiped with a rag. If you do not 

operate in accordance with this requirement, the user is responsible for all the 

consequences. If the internal overflowing alcohol or alcohol dripped on the surface and it is 

not evaporated or not wiped clean .There is alcohol in fireplace burning tank,the ambient 

temperature will rise.And the alcohol vapor ignition temperature will reach a certain ignition 

temperature then will spontaneous combustion,which will ignite the alcohol inside 

overflowing and occur dangerous accidents! 

Please be careful not to spill alcohol to the panel and the interior! ! 

Special note: Before use, we must check fireplace.Burning tank internal components are not 

man-made sabotage. The burning tank water level detection probe must be fixation. There 

is no dust impurities in the burning tank, no carbon,dust, black ash or white powder on the 

metal rod surface . If during use, find the above situation, please do not hesitate to remove 

carbon deposition on the surface of the water level of metal needle and dust innside burning 

tank.If not, Please don't use the fireplace ! Please note that each time start the machine, we 

must check the surface level needle, the fuel outlet pipe water in the right direction, without 

loosening the case and the height position of combustion liquid in fuel tank is 

consistent.If low end of the case, (please first turn off the machine ,wait for 

machine cooling) please appropriate padded thin sheet iron under panel at the low end of 

fireplace or the non-flammable, heat sheets and other items. Alcohol is always kept in a 

suitable water level and can flow automatically to the ends of the burning tank. It does not 

appear to overflow and the fuel pump will supply gap for the fuel into the combustion 
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tank,.And the working condition is normal . 

Special note: Fireplace flame burning normally.we can not carry or move fireplace or let 

children close and touch it without supervision.We can not touch the fireplace when the 

panel temperature rises.The human face, hands and other skin can not be close to the 

fireplace flames. When the fireplace panel temperature is too high,person must leave the 

fireplace burning tank essential more 50CM ! ! Because the fireplace is in a state of 

protection to stop this work. Please follow the prompts to turn off the machine firstly.The 

machine starts working again until the panel temperature drops. Fireplace spray pumps are 

special micro-power and long-life micro-flow pump.It can work long hours in accordance 

with the machines different designs.Extrusive alcohol can be properly burned and alcohol 

can be heated as quickly as possible. Resulting in a more beautiful flame effect.Meanwhile 

the amount of alcohol can also save and reduce the room temperature to extend the life of 

the pump. Ignition device of the machine is imported and it is high-energy ignition device. It 

is no noise, no discharge, short working hours, high ignition efficiency and long life. 

Normal room temperatures above 10 degrees can be normal ignition. As alcohol is different 

mass and composition, flame size and color will be different. If alcohol burning has smoggy , 

please do not use this alcohol because the alcohol has environmental impact. Human health 

will also be contaminated.Indoor smoke will contaminate indoor environment and affect 

people's health,remember ! ! 

If the outside temperature is too low, the fire temperature is too low. then the flame height 

and color are different.When the temperature of the fireplace burning tank increases, 

meanwhile the indoor air flow, and supply of oxygen adequate , the flame will gradually rise 

high to normal height.The height of the flames is in the different supply of ventilation air in 
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the room type.Flame height will be different normally 10-40cm.We can not artificially adjust 

the flame size and height. 

ethanol emissions in the Internal fireplace: 

When the fireplace requires to be maintenance or repaired or transported , internal ethanol 

in the fuel box's must be drained before they can are transported.Please lift the fireplace to 

70-100CM's position .At the left of the bottom of the fireplace there is a drain switch and in 

the left side there is discharge hose.Use appropriate bucket to store.If can’t drain 

alcohol,please raise another end to a proper position until no alcohol outflow internal. 

re-close the valve handle to its original position. 

Fireplace using: 

picture A 
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Picture B 

 

Before installing the machine ,please deal with the machine on-site commissioning and 

operate the machine by connecting the power.Please fill alcohol (It is not necessary to fill 

full.while filling , press key of filling alcohol until we can manually stop the filling pump stop).  

let the machine run for ten minutes (during the operation of the machine,no alarm 

appears.Then it can be turned off).When machine is cool down to be opened drain valve at 

the bottom of the machine,please discharge the internal alcohol.After the alcohol is 

completely discharged , machine can be placed in pre-open mounting hole. 

 

As shown in picture A: Clamping Random distribution two installation handle and bayonet at 

both ends of the burning tank (try lift again and check if there is Virtual or counterfeit clip and 

so on ).  

As shown in picture B: use the handle slowly and place fireplace in pre-open mounting holes 

(previously connected the power supply and power adaptor.During placement process,We 

should pay attention to not scratch the wire and sides of mounting holes.In order to avoid the 
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power crush or pull DC head bad or broken). 

Voice prompt instructions 

Voice prompt (1) 

(The water level in the storage tank is too low. Please turn off the machine.And 

Add the fuel when the machine is cooling.)Please operate the machine according to the 

voice prompts. If the feed inlet is at the side of the machine when the machine is installed 

then the machine will automatically add fuel until it is filled up. 

Voice prompt (2) 

( Hello, fuel has filled up)At this time, the fuel storage tank has been filled. If the inlet on  

the top of the machine panel, please pinch the tube tightly and pull it out by hands.Please 

pay attention to alcohol not be dripped. Otherwise, you should wipe clean before ignition.If 

the inlet is on the side of the machine, no need to do any processing. 

Voice prompt (3) 

(The amount of inclination is too big, please adjust the machine to a suitable level )Hear the 

voice prompt,please check the level of the machine if the installation meets the 

requirements. 

Voice prompt (4) 

(Panel temperature is too high,please stop using and restart machine after it is 

cooling)When you hear the voice prompt, please stop using the machine according to the 

prompt. 

Voice prompt (5) 

(Indoor carbon dioxide content is too high,suggest open window ventilated or stop using)If 

you hear this voice prompts, you must follow the voice prompts to avoid danger. 
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Other non-voice alert occurs, please contact the manufacturer.The exclusion of alarm 

should be done in the manufacturer's instructions. The machine can not be allowed to flip or 

dismantling.If operation the machine without the manufacturer's agreement or guidance and 

some problems occur, our company will not assume any responsibility. 

Maintenance  

When fireplace is working for a long time, the alcohol will burn a little splash Falling or there 

is some little impurities after burning alcohol falling in the panel surface.And there will be 

some small stains.If need clean, you can use blushed cloth random distribution to wipe , 

which can recover its original color  and remove stains. If the machine don't work for a long 

time,please turn off the power. 

Special note: Because the recipe of the bio ethanol and ethanol production plants are 

different , dirt and soot will be deposited on the outer wall of the burning tank and the water 

level needle after burning.please wipe clean up and remove dirt .After fireplaces are lit ,we 

should check the state of water level needle if work properly or not.If there are scale and 

stains on the water needle, please use the green blushed cloth wipe the water needle until 

the water needle is clean and bright to ensure the safety of use. 

Warranty: 

For the automatic remote controlling machine the warranty period is 1 year from the factory 

date. 

No warranty: 

A:man-made damage, outdoor or indoor rain and flooding. 

B:high-altitude free fall break, the product surface or side occur obvious pits, damaged, 
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paint face broken. 

C:find fault not stopping in time, causing damage of all or part of the machine. 

D:human demolition modification or using the parts which are not original. 

E: the damage caused by natural disasters rejected by humans such as lightning, 

earthquakes, floods, fires, wars etc. 

F: the machine works in the environment where there is corrosive gases long-term.The 

internal circuit,component corrosion occur short circuit. The damage is caused by using  

non-alcoholic fluids, connecting the wrong power supply or high voltage Burned. At any time 

after the warranty expires, fireplace consumers can purchase accessories for appropriate 

maintenance from us. We provide technical,Support and remote guidance.The price of 

accessories is the market price. 

Our automatic remote control fireplace products are designed and produced by us.We will 

continue to carry out technological innovation,in the software control, electronic circuits and 

external design as well as internal structure.We will also continue to have improvement and 

innovation.If our fireplaces is changed in internal structure,the circuit configuration, software 

functionality and design,we will not notice or inform customers in  advance about the 

change.Only the model size will be as the criterion.The fireplace  features and settings will 

be according to the design requirements to produce and assemble . 

Production technical error : 

There are different errors for the materials. The iron thickness error is 0.1 mm and stainless 

steel thickness error is +-0.15MM.The error for the thickness of the material will be larger 

corresponding . 

Size error: because of the material thickness, there will be errors when bending shearing 
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welding.For1000MM length, the actual length is 1000 +-2MM, because the thickness of the 

material inside is different. The height dimension and the width is in the similar fashion . Size 

error is not deficient than the actual size. There is no additional cost for the more size. 

Because it is actual production error. 

power supply    

external power 

supply current 

100-240V a liter alcohol 

combustion heat 

value generate 

carbon dioxide 

oxygen 

 

1165L/1.165CBM 

power 50-60Hz 1.5A ignition state 

current 

110V/3.5A.220V/2

.2A 

standby current 0.15-0.25A generate carbon 

dioxide 

0.78CBM 

external power 

supply output 

voltage/current 

DC 12V/10A combustion heat 8.3KW 

working current 0.4A   

 

MCS Design im Auftrag von Entu/China. 


